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Press release 

SuedOstLink: Orders placed for converters near Landshut 
and Magdeburg 

• 50Hertz and TenneT’s direct current project reaches important milestone 
• Siemens receives order for converter stations 

Bayreuth/Berlin, 31 May 2021 – The SuedOstLink direct current (DC) connection, a major grid 
development project which will enable the energy transition in Germany, is now one step closer 
to being realised. 50Hertz and TenneT, the two transmission system operators developing the 
connection, have placed an order with Siemens for the construction of the converter systems 
which will link both ends of the connection to the existing alternating current grid. 50Hertz is 
responsible for the part of the SuedOstLink which will run from Saxony-Anhalt to the Bavarian 
border, whereas TenneT is responsible for the section which will run through Bavaria.  
 
Both transmission system operators launched a joint call for tenders for the two converters, as 
they form a single technical unit. Having won the contract for the tender, Siemens will deliver 
both converter systems to the project developers.  
 
‘The placement of the order for the converter systems brings us a good deal closer to the reali-
sation of this power link that is so important for the energy transition,’ said Tim Meyerjürgens, 
COO of TenneT. ‘TenneT already has many years of experience in laying underground DC ca-
bles on land and at sea, as well as in the secure operation of these systems,’ Meyerjürgens 
continued. ‘The SuedOstLink converter will be the 29th converter in our grid.’  
 
‘The SuedOstLink is a decisive step in achieving our objective of integrating 100% of renewable 
energy into our grid and system by 2032,’ said Dr Frank Golletz, CTO at 50Hertz. ‘After the 
placement of the order for the SuedOstLink underground cables in May 2020, this is the second 
important order we have carried out for project.’  
 
The site for the northern converter in 50Hertz’s area has already been determined: it will be built 
at the Wolmirstedt substation to the north-west of Magdeburg. Certain systems belonging to the 
existing substation can be used for the new project. Moreover, the substation is the most con-
nected central grid node in the north-east of Germany, where high amounts of wind power are 
produced. 
 
The southern converter in Bavaria will be constructed in the Landshut area, near the Isar grid 
connection point. TenneT is currently exploring four potential converter sites based on a scop-
ing study published in October 2020 by the Federal Network Agency, which is responsible for 
granting the construction permit for the project. The Agency has the ultimate say about the site 
for the converter; it will publish its decision regarding the site at the same time as its decision 
about whether or not to grant planning approval for the project.  
 
The converter systems each require a surface of approximately 4.5 hectares in order to be built. 
The entire construction phase, including commissioning, is expected to take three and a half 
years. The costs for both converter systems amount to several hundred million euros. The total 
cost of the SuedOstLink is around four to five billion euros.  
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Converters are needed to transform alternating current into direct current and vice versa. In or-
der to transport the alternating current generated by wind turbines in the north and east of Ger-
many to the densely populated areas and industrial centres in southern Germany (whilst mini-
mising losses), it is converted into direct current at the northern converter station and then con-
verted into alternating current again at the southern converter station.  
 
The SuedOstLink project, alongside the process for awarding the contracts for both converter 
systems, was outlined in the Federal Requirements Plan Act (Bundesbedarfsplangesetz, 
BBPlG). The most recent amendment to this Act (carried out by the Bundestag and Bundesrat) 
specified that the SuedOstLink should be expanded to include another direct current system 
with an additional transmission capacity of 2 gigawatt. This project (known as Project 5a) will 
run from the Klein Rogahn area (to the west of Schwerin) to the west of Magdeburg (in the 
Börde district) and along the SuedOstLink route. One converter in Klein Rogahn to the west of 
Schwerin and one in the Isar area are required for project 5a. Another call for tenders for the 
construction of these additional pieces of infrastructure is due to be launched soon. 
 
 
More information: 
50Hertz: 
Volker Kamm: T +49 (0) 30/5150-3417, M +49 (0) 172/3232759, E volker.kamm@50hertz.com 
 
TenneT: 
Ulrike Hörchens: T +49 (0) 921/50740-4045, M +49 (0)151/17131120, E ulrike.hoerchens@tennet.eu 
 
 
 
 
TenneT 
TenneT is a leading European grid operator. We are committed to providing a secure and reliable supply of electricity 
24 hours a day, 365 days a year, while helping to drive the energy transition in our pursuit of a brighter energy future 
– more sustainable, reliable and affordable than ever before. In our role as the first cross-border Transmission Sys-
tem Operator (TSO) we design, build, maintain and operate 23,900 km of high-voltage electricity grid in the Nether-
lands and large parts of Germany, and facilitate the European energy market through our 16 interconnectors to 
neighbouring countries. We are one of the largest investors in national and international onshore and offshore elec-
tricity grids, with a turnover of EUR 4.5 billion and a total asset value of EUR 27 billion. Every day our 5,700 employ-
ees take ownership, show courage and make and maintain connections to ensure that the supply and demand of 
electricity is balanced for over 42 million people. Lighting the way ahead together. 
 
 
50Hertz: 
50Hertz operates the electricity transmission system in the north and east of Germany, which it expands as needed 
for the energy transition. Our extra-high-voltage grid has an electrical circuit length of about 10,490 kilometres, or the 
distance between Berlin and Rio de Janeiro. The 50Hertz control area covers the Länder of Brandenburg, Mecklen-
burg-Western Pomerania, Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt and Thuringia, as well as the city states of Berlin and Hamburg. 
Within these regions, 50Hertz and its 1,300 employees ensure that 18 million people are supplied with electricity 
around the clock. 50Hertz is a forerunner in the field of secure integration of renewable energy: in our grid area, more 
than 60 percent of the consumed electricity is generated from renewable sources; by 2032, it is our goal to securely 
integrate 100 percent renewable energy into the grid and system. The shareholders of 50Hertz are the Belgian hold-
ing Elia Group (80 percent), which is listed on the stock exchange, and the KfW bank group with 20 percent. As a 
European TSO, 50Hertz is a member of the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity 
(ENTSO-E). 
 
 


